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CONCERNING A COUPLE OF1
BILL THOMPSONS

There are two interesting Bill
Thompsons in Chicago. One is a
public official. He is mayor of the
city. His name is William Hale
Thompson. The other is a private
citizen. He is a lawyer at 76 W. Mon-
roe. His name is William 0. Thomp-
son.

These two Bill Thompsons are
very different Both has plenty of
money. Both drive limousines. Both
have a speaking acquaintance with
Mrs. Potter Palmer and the North
Shore bunch. On the outside both
can make a social shine, so to speak.
It's what goes on inside their heads
that is different

Lawyer Bill Thompson used to be
attorney for the United States indus-
trial relations commission. He ques-
tioned hundreds of witnesses from
labor and capital at public hearings
last year and asked them why there
is industrial unrest, why from year
to year regularly as the change of
seasons, certain as sunsets and sun-
rises, this country has strikes, lock-
outs, blacklists, boycotts, clashes be-- '
tween capital and labor. He heard,
their anwers. And he believes now'
as he did in the days when he was a
law partner of John P. Altgeld that
low wages is the fundamental wrong.

"The pauperism which comes from
drink or the drug habit can undoubt-
edly be greatly reduced, if not alto-
gether eliminated, but the paupers
who come from underpay should not
exist and can be eliminated," said
Lawyer Bill Thompson to the state
charities association at Danville a
few days ago. "Underpayment of
workers leads of necessity to under-
feeding, under-clothi- and improper
housing, to lack of protection from
disease.

"Babies of the poor die three times
as fast as the babies of the well-to-d- o.

Even the babies of the poor
which survive are the greatest source
of our defectives, subnormals and

"The underfeeding of the children
of the poor is, in my opinion, the one
most serious peril to the future of
the nation.

"It is axiomatic in stock breeding
that feeding is of first importance if
you would have healthy and efficient
stock. You must feed them well,
whatever else you do, and especially
you must feed them well when they
are young and growing. The proper
feeding of the young must not be left
until birth. It must start with the
mother.

"The mother, prior to the birth,
must not be worn out with fatigue or
broken down by worry. No breeder
of stock would permit his dams to be
hard-work- or harassed during this
period. The mothers of the families
of the underpaid are constantly un-

derfed, overworked and harassed by
worry. It is this which leads to the
frightful mortality among the infants
of the poor and to the number of
shriveled, undersized children among
those who 'survive."

Mayor Bill Thompson has always
talked about exercise, more play
spaces to develop the young. Mayor
Bill, being an oldtime cowpuncher,
maybe will see the point of Lawyer
Bill: That the dams and the young
both ought to have plenty to eat

If Mayor Bill would take the same
slant at it as Lawyer Bill he would
jump into that garment strike and
settle it. There's only one big reason
those workers are on strike and that
is because most of them live in slums
and don't have a decent bellyful at
night
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THANK MAC AND BILL

Mayor Thompson and State's Att'y
Hoyne were thanked Monday by the
officials of the street and elevated
employes' unions for the results of
arbitration of their troubles with the
car companies in the recent strike.
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Many new family organs have only

three "stops" breakfast, dinner,! and
supper, ,


